
With	 its	 motto	 ‘Heavens	 light	 our	 guide’	 (order	 of	 the	 star	 of	 India),	 the	 island	 city	 of
Portsmouth	can	be	considered	as	a	constellation	of	stories,	which	map	its	past	and	reveal
possible	futures.	With	a	density	greater	than	London,	the	only	Island	City	in	the	UK	has	a
rich	naval	and	literary	History.	Shown	on	the	oldest	surviving	route	map	of	Great	Britain
(Gough	Map	1360)	as	a	seaport	and	today	a	point	of	arrival	and	departure	influenced	by

cultures	across	the	globe.	
		

Narrative	is	a	fundamental	way	that	people	share,	shape	and	make	sense	of	experiences
and	City	Landscapes.	Stories	link	the	sense	of	time,	event,	experience	and	memory	and
other	intangibles	to	more	tangible	aspects	of	place.	Where	we	are	makes	us	who	we	are.

		
Linking	architecture	and	memory,	connecting	past,	present	and	future,	through	mapping
these	 stories.	 Contemplating	 how	 we	 can	 create	 links	 between	 space	 and	 place	 to

preserve	and	recall	particular	memories	and	transformations.	Maps	and	stories	share	a
layered	construction,	by	peeling	back	and	exposing	layers	of	narrative	in	the	City	fabric,
we	portray	meaning	in	the	City	 in	a	new	way.	Maps	that	are	subjective	and	partial	not

merely	objective	and	factual,	mappings	that	consider	ideas	and	spatial	concepts	as	much
as	physical	space	
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Situating	our	practice:	

		

Our	 reason	 to	 work	 collaboratively	 is	 to	 put

forward	our	practice	for	discussion	and	to	develop

our	 research	 through	 practice.	 We	 are	 exploring

the	current	themes:

-	 Part	 of	 continuing	 practice	 and	 research

exploring	 how	 stories	 form	 spatial	 textiles

(Fangqing	 Lu	 2016),	 which	 can	 structure,	 inform

and	enhance	our	understanding	of	cities	and	place

(context).	

-	 Uncovering/peeling	 back	 layers	 of	 stories	 and

historic	 maps	 	 in	 order	 to	 reinterpret	 our

understanding	 of	 context	 	 and	 inform

contemporary	architectural	and	urban	design	that

resonates	in	place.



Island	City	of	Stories
With	its	motto	‘Heavens	light	our	guide’	(order	of	the	star	of	India),	the	island	city	of
Portsmouth	can	be	considered	as	a	constellation	of	stories,	which	map	its	past	and

reveal	possible	futures.	With	a	density	greater	than	London,	the	only	Island	City	in
the	UK	has	a	rich	naval	and	literary	History.	Shown	on	the	oldest	surviving	route
map	of	Great	Britain	(Gough	Map	1360)	as	a	seaport	and	today	a	point	of	arrival	and
departure	influenced	by	cultures	across	the	globe.	
		
Narrative	is	a	fundamental	way	that	people	share,	shape	and	make	sense	of

experiences	and	City	Landscapes.	Stories	link	the	sense	of	time,	event,	experience
and	memory	and	other	intangibles	to	more	tangible	aspects	of	place.	Where	we	are
makes	us	who	we	are.	
		

Linking	architecture	and	memory,	connecting	past,	present	and	future,	through
mapping	these	stories.	Contemplating	how	we	can	create	links	between	space	and
place	to	preserve	and	recall	particular	memories	and	transformations.	Maps	and

stories	share	a	layered	construction,	by	peeling	back	and	exposing	layers	of
narrative	in	the	City	fabric,	we	portray	meaning	in	the	City	in	a	new	way.	Maps	that
are	subjective	and	partial	not	merely	objective	and	factual,	mappings	that	consider

ideas	and	spatial	concepts	as	much	as	physical	space	
		

We	believe	that	understanding	the	rich	palimpsest	of	experiences	and	stories	about
the	City	inform	what	makes	a	space	a	place	and	an	event	an	occasion	(Aldo	Van
Eyck).	The	English	enlightenment	expanded	the	Roman	notion	of	the	‘genius	loci’,
that	particular	understanding	of	context	that	goes	beyond	the	physical	attributes	of
site	to	understand	narratives	and	archaeologies	of	place.	
		

Our	work	is	underpinned	by	a	continuing	love	of	maps,	storytelling	and	research
through	making,	co-making	together	to	uncover	and	reveal	new	aspects	of	place.	In
this	journey	we	have	carried	our	extensive	research	into	the	stories	of	Portsmouth
and	used	Italo	Calvino’s	frame	of	the	notion	of	City	of…	to	explore	specific	narrative
themes:	

We	consider	Portsmouth	as	a	City	of………..
	

·							Memory	and	Bastions

·							Edges
·						Makers
·						Experience
·						Navigation	and	New	Horizons



Portsmouth	as	a	city	of	...

Memory	&	Bastions:
From	Castles	to	follies,	bomb
maps	and	stories	of	war	and

ships

Edges:	
Exploring	soft,	hard,	natural
and	man-made	edges.	

Experiences:
textures	and	field	patterns,
water,	canal	and	the	Great
Morass.

Navigation

&	New	Horizons:	
from	global	travel,	asylum	and
our		student	city.

Makers:	
Boat	building,	corset/	stay
making,	military	tailors,	rope

and	block	makers.



City	of

	Memory	

&	Bastions



Narrative			

Exploring	 stories	 of	 the	 Island

both	real	and	imagined,	we	build

a	 series	 of	 layers	 of	 the	 City,

exploring	 different	 frames	 and

lenses	 through	 which	 to	 see	 it.

Portsmouth	 already	 has	 a	 rich

literary	 past	 with	 H.G.	 Wells,

Rudyard	Kipling	and	Conan	Doyle

(a	 Portsmouth	 GP	 in	 1882).	 It	 is

the	only	Island	City	in	the	UK.	

Pulling	through	narrative	threads

and	 text	 tiling	 historic	 mapping,

we	 re-imagine	 Portsmouth	 as	 a

City	 of	 Bastions	 and	 Defence,	 of

Memory,	 as	 a	 City	 of	 Makers,	 as

an	Island	City	of	Edges,	as	a	City

of	Experiences	
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Edges



Mapping	

		

The	most	mapped	City	in	the	UK,

the	 rich	 history	 and	 changing

textures	 and	edges	of	 the	 Island

can	 be	 deciphered	 from	 historic

mapping	 archaeology.	 But	 maps

also	 help	 us	 to	 plot	 out	 the

intangible	 and	 layer	 these

different	 aspects	 of	 the	 City.	 In

exploring	 these	 maps	 in	 many

different	 ways	 and	 through

different	media,	working	by	hand

and	 digitally,	 through	 print	 and

through	stitch,	we	work	to	reveal

hidden	depths	to	the	City	and	its

complex	entanglements.	
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Makers



Making	&	Layering			

This	project	has	 involved	a	great

deal	 of	 research	 into

Portsmouth’s	past	and	 its	hidden

stories,	 drawing	out	 the	 tangible

and	intangible	aspects	that	make

a	 vibrant	 city	 with	 an	 illustrious

and	 seedy	 past,	 mark	 making,

both	 physical	 and	 digital,

processing	 and	 photography,

layering	 of	 ideas	 and	 drawings,

stitching,	 screen	 printing,	 digital

fabric	printing	and	publishing.	
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Collaboration	

		

We	 work	 together	 to	 reveal	 the

complex	 biography	 and	 ecology

of	 the	 City,	 our	 research	 has

brought	 us	 into	 contact	 with

many	 interested	 parties,	 and	we

look	 to	 collaborate	 and	 explore

their	 stories	 and	 responses

further.	One	such	collaboration	is

with	 Vollers,	 the	 last	 remaining
corset	 makers	 in	 Portsmouth,

with	 whom	 we	 are	 making	 an

extension	 project	 of	 the	 City	 of

Makers	–	The	Portsmouth	Corset.	
As	 Architectural	 educators	 we

involve	 our	 students,	 both

Undergraduate	 and

Postgraduate	 in	 extending	 their

understanding	 of	 ecological

contexts	and	intangible	as	well	as

physical	 site	 attributes	 with	 the

purpose	 of	 educating	 a	 new

generation	 of	 Architects	 and

designers	 designing

contemporary	 architecture	 that

resonates	in	place.	























City	of

Navigation	&

New	Horizons



Spatial	practice			

As	Architects	and	map	lovers,	we

have	 been	 working	 towards

revealing	the	Identity	of	the	City,

through	 the	 making,	 mapping,

writing	 and	 spatial	 layering

discussed	 above.	 Continuing	 to

compile	 a	 collection	 of	 creative

material,	we	 hope	 to	 extend	 our

practice	 through	 exhibition,

presentation	 and	 discourse	 both

in	the	City	and	beyond	it;	Having

already	 presented	 our

developing	practice	at	the	IAFOR

global	conference	in	Barcelona	in

2017.	

We	 hope	 that	 our	 practice	 may

more	 widely	 develop	 into	 a

practice	 that	 informs	 place-

making	 in	 different	 settings	 and

look	 to	 consult	 further	 on	 what

this	might	comprise.	

















		Context/	underpinning/

Literature	review	summary:











An	 Architect	 and	 designer	 Nicola	 explores

textile	 mappings	 of	 place	 and	 how	 these

relate	 to	 architecture.	 She	 specialises	 the

representation	 of	 architecture	 through	 the

themes	of	place,	cultural	understanding	and

narrative	

	

Tina	 &	 Nicola	 run	 a	 Masters	 studio	 which

explores	 the	 making	 and	 materiality	 of

spatial	practice.	It	considers	the	role	of	the

architect	as	a	physical	novelist	who	weaves

together	past,	present	and	future.	

In	her	own	work	Nicola	stitches	and	draws

maps	 narratives	 of	 place	 to	 recreate

textural	 landscapes.	The	work	is	made	of	a

accumulation	 of	 drawings,	 textiles	 and

photographs	 layered	 to	 take	 advantage	of

the	 translucency	 and	 texture	 of	 the

materials.	 	 Stitch	 forms	an	 integral	part	 to

the	 surface	 and	 story	 of	 the	 work.	 The

content	 shifts	 scale,	 abstracts	 and	 are	 not

designed	to	be	static.	

		

The	 resultant	 work	 is	 varied	 and	 always

place	 specific	 and	 gives	 a	 textural

impression	of	place.

An	 Architect	 and	 Artist,	 Tina	 works	 by

commission,	 and	 has	 paintings	 in	 both

public	 and	 private	 ownership.	 Her	 arts

practice	 currently	 concerns	 mapping

portraiture	 linking	people	 and	 their	 stories

in	place	and	projects	uncovering	 forgotten

or	lost	histories.

	

As	 an	 Academic,	 her	 on-going	 research

projects	and	work	with	students	investigate

how	 ‘overwriting’	 place	 with	 experience,

stories	 and	 cultural	 heritage	 can	 deepen

contextual	understanding,	 re-imagining	the

past	 to	 dream	 of	 new	 futures	 and	 inform

authentic	contemporary	place-making.

	

The	 work	 has	 been	 regularly	 exhibited

publicly	 in	 Art	 Galleries/Public	 venues	 and

has	 involved	 collaboration	 with	 local

stakeholders	in	the	City/location	concerned

in	 order	 to	 engage	 debate	 and

conversations	 in	 place	 and	give	 agency	 to

place-making	and	creative	re-imagining.

Nicola	Crowson Tina	Bird	Wallbridge





Situating	our	practice:	

		

Our	 reason	 to	 work	 collaboratively	 is	 to	 put

forward	our	practice	for	discussion	and	to	develop

our	 research	 through	 practice.	 We	 are	 exploring

the	current	themes:

-	 Part	 of	 continuing	 practice	 and	 research

exploring	 how	 stories	 form	 spatial	 textiles

(Fangqing	 Lu	 2016),	 which	 can	 structure,	 inform

and	enhance	our	understanding	of	cities	and	place

(context).	

-	 Uncovering/peeling	 back	 layers	 of	 stories	 and

historic	 maps	 	 in	 order	 to	 reinterpret	 our

understanding	 of	 context	 	 and	 inform

contemporary	architectural	and	urban	design	that

resonates	in	place.



With	 its	 motto	 ‘Heavens	 light	 our	 guide’	 (order	 of	 the	 star	 of	 India),	 the	 island	 city	 of
Portsmouth	can	be	considered	as	a	constellation	of	stories,	which	map	its	past	and	reveal
possible	futures.	With	a	density	greater	than	London,	the	only	Island	City	in	the	UK	has	a
rich	naval	and	literary	History.	Shown	on	the	oldest	surviving	route	map	of	Great	Britain
(Gough	Map	1360)	as	a	seaport	and	today	a	point	of	arrival	and	departure	influenced	by

cultures	across	the	globe.	
		

Narrative	is	a	fundamental	way	that	people	share,	shape	and	make	sense	of	experiences
and	City	Landscapes.	Stories	link	the	sense	of	time,	event,	experience	and	memory	and
other	intangibles	to	more	tangible	aspects	of	place.	Where	we	are	makes	us	who	we	are.

		
Linking	architecture	and	memory,	connecting	past,	present	and	future,	through	mapping
these	 stories.	 Contemplating	 how	 we	 can	 create	 links	 between	 space	 and	 place	 to

preserve	and	recall	particular	memories	and	transformations.	Maps	and	stories	share	a
layered	construction,	by	peeling	back	and	exposing	layers	of	narrative	in	the	City	fabric,
we	portray	meaning	in	the	City	 in	a	new	way.	Maps	that	are	subjective	and	partial	not

merely	objective	and	factual,	mappings	that	consider	ideas	and	spatial	concepts	as	much
as	physical	space	
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